2-CYCLE OILS?

OUTBOARD vs. SNOWMOBILE
OUTBOARD 2-CYCLE OILS
The development and improvement of 2-cycle technology in the North
American market has been drive by WATER-COOLED OUTBOARD
ENGINE requirements.
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At present the latest NMMA outboard oil specifications are TC-W3.
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Outboard 2-cycle engines have very effective cooling systems, using lake
or sea water, that keep the piston ring belt temperatures between
200oFand 525oF.

®

Synthetic Blend

ASHLESS 2-CYCLE
and Premix

®

Synthetic Blend

100:1, 50:1, 40:1, 32:1, 24:1, or 16:1

Recommended for
Evinrude/Johnson
Force/US Marine
Yamaha, Suzuki
Mariner/Mercury
Tohatsu, Nissan
and all leading outboards

ASHLESS 2-CYCLE

Meets and
Exceeds
NMMA TC-W3

and Premix

100:1, 50:1, 40:1, 32:1, 24:1, or 16:1

Recommended for
Evinrude/Johnson
Force/US Marine
Yamaha, Suzuki
Mariner/Mercury
Tohatsu, Nissan

1 US GALLON
3.78 LITERS

and all leading outboards

Meets and
Exceeds
NMMA TC-W3
1 US QUART
.946 LITERS

Nitrogen is used as an antiwear additive in TC-W3 oils, and provides
protection to about 400oF.
This additive technology also insures clean burning, with minimal deposits due to the NITROGEN burning
off with the combustion process. This is of great importance, due to the low temperature operation and
preignition sensitivity.
KEEP USING TC-W3 OILS FOR THE OUTBOARD APPLICATIONS THEY ARE DESIGNED FOR.

SNOWMOBILE 2-CYCLE OILS
With the resurgence of the snowmobile
industry in the middle to late 1980's a water
jacket system was installed to provide a high
performance snowmobile engine. This allowed
an R.P.M. increase of 30%. which significantly
increased horsepower, but kept cylinder
temperature down, under critical temperatures.
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Air-cooled and liquid-cooled snowmobile engines can have cylinder temperatures of 750oF. and exhaust
port temperatures of well over 1000oF. TC-W3 oils are not thermally stable at this ring belt temperatures.
To combat these problems with higher cylinder temperatures both the Japanese and European engines
manufacturers developed new oil requirements and designation system.
The EUROPEANS 2-cycle designation is called the ISO GLOBAL SYSTEM. GLOBAL "GE", "GD" and
GC". The JAPANESE 2-cycle designation is called JASO "FD" and "FC".
These oils are similar and are recognized internationally as the highest quality air-cooled 2-cycle oil
available. They are synthetic or semisynthetic, extreme temperature / anti-scuff / low smoke / low ash 2cycle oils.
By replacing bright stock base oils found in TC-W3 oils
with 'POLYISOBUTYLENE", other oils with synthetic
counterparts, and "NITROGEN" with low ash 'METALLIC"
anti-wear additives, piston scuffing, carbon deposits, and
exhaust smoke are DRAMATICALLY REDUCED.

For use in –
Ar ctic Ca t, P oolaris,
laris,

S ki -Do o, Y amaha

and other leading snowmobiles
For Injector and Premix Systems
– with Liquid or Fan Cooled Engines
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Extreme High Temperature, Smokeless, SYNTHETIC Formula
Prevents Engine Wear, Deposits, Piston Scuffing and Seizure
in Variable Exhaust Valve and Direct Injection Engines

1 US GALLON / 3.78 LITER

